Contents: 12 plastic moustache pieces

Object
Be the first player to score 15 points or more by hooking moustache pieces together!

What to do on your turn
When starting the game, the youngest player goes first.

1 Place all moustache pieces in the bucket and give it a good shake.

2 Slowly dump all the pieces onto the table.
   Hint: Try to get the pieces to land on top of each other; it will be easier to hook ‘em!

3 Choose one moustache piece and use it to hook another, lifting it off the table.

4 Continue trying to hook more moustache pieces, adding them to your moustache chain.

5 If a piece falls off of your chain, end your turn and score. It is now the next player’s turn going clockwise.

Scoring
- **STANDARD POINTS** - Score one point for each moustache piece in your chain.
- **BONUS POINTS** - If you are able to get more than one moustache piece on a single hook then score two points for each of these pieces.

Winning the Game
- The first player to score 15 points or more wins the game!

**NOTE:** If the other players haven’t had a turn yet, or if they haven’t gone as many times as the winner, then they get to go one last time. If they are able to score more points, then they win. If there is a tie then all tied players go one more time for a tie-breaker!
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